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The State of Michigan is currently defending a constitutional challenge to its automobile direct distribution prohibition. The lawsuit was brought by the automotive manufacturer Tesla, which has been denied a license to open show rooms or service centers in the state. A 2014 amendment to Michigan's vehicle franchise statute tightened the statute's direct distribution prohibition to make clear that even a manufacturer like Tesla that did not franchise dealers at all is prohibited from opening its own showrooms or service centers and dealing directly with consumers in the state.
1 That law has been widely criticized by economists, consumer protection organizations like the Federal Trade Commission and Consumer Federation of America, environmental groups like the Sierra Club, and free market organizations like the Institute for Justice.
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In the Michigan litigation, the State is expected to rely on the assertion, frequently made by the dealers' lobbyists, that maintaining a locally owned dealership system is beneficial to the State. Such assertions are grounded in the trope of the atomistic "mom and pop" dealer of American economic folklore-the family-owned, locally rooted dealership. This justification is increasingly a fiction. While some such dealerships may still exist, Michigan law does not require dealerships to be locally owned and operated or independent from other economic enterprises. Many are not.
As I have detailed elsewhere, dealerships are increasingly organized into large, multi-state businesses with billions of dollars in revenues. 3 The six largest dealer groups in the United States each had 2016 revenues exceeding Tesla's. 4 For example, the Penske Automotive Group based in Bloomfield Hills, Michigan (which operates motorcycle dealerships but no automobile dealerships in Michigan), had over $20 billion in annual revenues, almost three times Tesla's total 2016 revenue.
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The Appendix below, drawn from the Auto News 2016 rankings and additional information provided on dealer websites, shows the largest dealer groups with automobile dealerships in Michigan. Most of these groups span multiple states. Five of the groups operate more than 10 dealerships in the state. The largest, the Suburban Collection, operates 47 new car dealerships and 10 additional auto-related service centers in Michigan and had $2.3 billion in revenue in 2016. The largest non-Michigan based dealer group operating in Michigan, the Ken Garff Automotive Group, operates three dealerships in Michigan out of the 55 total dealerships it operates and had over $4.3 billion in revenue in 2016.
In light of these data, the argument that the State's interest in local ownership provides a legitimate public policy basis for a direct distribution prohibition is increasingly far-fetched. The actual data suggest that Michigan customers often purchase cars from multi-billion dollar organizations controlling tens or scores of dealerships spread across a wide geographic area. 
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